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Issues & Problems in American Society
Sociology 10-01 (70402)
Time and Location: Tuesday/Thursday, 1:00-4:30PM, Physical Sciences 140
Instructor: Christie McCullen, Ph.D.
Contact: cmcculle@ucsc.edu
Office Hours: Thursdays 12-1PM at Perk Coffee Bar in Physical Sciences Bldg or 
by appointment in 227 Rachel Carson 

“There are words like Freedom/Sweet and wonderful to say/On my heart-strings 
freedom sings/All day everyday./There are words like Liberty/That almost make me 
cry/If you had known what I knew/You would know why.” –Langston Hughes, “Refugee 
in America,” 1947 
 
“In what new skin will the old snake come forth?” –Frederick Douglass, “May 10th 
Address in New York,” 1865 

 “The world you live in is not a given; much of what is best in it has been built through the struggles of passionate activists over the 
last centuries. They won us many freedoms and protected many beauties. Count those gifts among your growing heap.” ―Rebecca 
Solnit, “The Skies the Limit,” 2012

 “[People] make their own history, but they do not make it as they please; they do not make it under self-selected circumstances, 
but under circumstances existing already, given and transmitted from the past. The tradition of all dead generations weighs like a 
nightmare on the brains of the living.” – Karl Marx, “The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte,” 1852

“When we only name the problem, when we state complaint without a constructive focus on resolution, we take away hope. In this 
way critique can become merely an expression of profound cynicism, which then works to sustain dominator culture.” —bell hooks, 
Teaching Community, 2003

Course Description

This course will be a discussion seminar organized around active learning exercises and in-depth analysis of 
written texts, films, and lived experiences. We will draw upon sociology, cultural studies, feminist studies, and 
critical race & ethnic studies to examine the interrelated past, present, and future of issues and problems in 
US American society. A sociological perspective on issues and problems always focuses on their historical 
foundations, as well as how that history is remade and transformed in the present.  As such, this course is 
designed around four foundational and continuing dilemmas in US society: the question of freedom, the 
constitution of the American “we” and its exclusions, capitalism and its logics, and individualism. With those 
dilemmas serving as threads linking our discussions together, we will explore questions of identity, inequality, 
power, resistance, systemic oppression, antagonisms, and solidarities.  More specifically, our assigned 
readings will focus on environmental collapse, systemic racism, mass incarceration, educational inequities, 
changing meanings of marriage and family, and identity politics.  Additionally, you will work in small groups to 
research other contemporary issues and problems in more depth.  

Learning Outcomes

x Students will develop a “sociological imagination” or an ability to think like a sociologist about social 
problems, practicing and demonstrating that thought process through collaborative reading notes, 
facilitating and participating in class discussions, and researching a particular social problem in depth.
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x Students will use a framework of “4 foundational dilemmas” to analyze the historical continuations, 
ruptures, and transformations of social problems through collaborative reading notes, facilitating and 
participating in class discussions, and researching a particular social problem in depth.

x Students will engage in primary and secondary research methods to analyze a social problem, compose a 
synthesis review of sociological perspectives and research on that problem, and evaluate various methods 
for addressing that problem, demonstrating all of those outcomes through the collaborative research 
project homework assignments and final presentation.

x Students will strengthen their ability to critically analyze written arguments and assess their utility through 
collaborative reading notes and class discussions.

x Students will gain skills for facilitating and participating in dialogues about difficult subjects in diverse 
groups, demonstrating that through in-class and online discussion forums.  

Required Readings

x Mistaken Identity: Race and Class in the Age of Trump. By Asad Haider. London: Verso Press. Available for 
purchase at Literary Guillotine in downtown Santa Cruz. 

x Other readings are linked to the Course Schedule below or on Canvas (in Files, “Readings” folder).

Learning Accommodations 

If you qualify for accommodations, please get an Accommodation Authorization from the Disability Resource Center 
(DRC) and bring it to me in office hours within the first two weeks of the quarter. For more information on how to file for 
these accommodations happen, please contact the DRC at 459-2089 or http://drc.ucsc.edu. Please notify Christie of any 
accommodations within the first week of class.

Academic Integrity

Academic integrity means that you always turn in your own work and reference who informs your own ideas and the 
arguments you make in essays.  This can be difficult to fully comprehend because we live in a historical moment marked 
by remixes and mash-ups, where one artist borrows from another to make something new and different.  When you 
write academic papers, you too are creating a mash-up of ideas, and many of those ideas and arguments come from 
people other than yourself.  Academic integrity means always referencing who informs your own ideas and the 
arguments you make in papers.  Plagiarism is when you use someone else’s words or thoughts as your own (i.e., without 
citations) and it can result in a failing grade or expulsion. Whenever you use someone else’s ideas, you must cite them 
properly, whether you are paraphrasing them or using exact quotes from their texts. Whenever you use more than 
three consecutive words from someone else’s work, you must directly quote those words and cite them properly.  To 
cite, put the author’s last name, year of the publication, and page number of the words you used in parenthesis at the 
end of your sentence.  For example: (Anzaldúa 1990:45). When in doubt, cite! For information on how to cite properly, 
see the Library Guide on Citing Sources and Plagiarism. See the campus policies on academic integrity here.

Email Communication

I will use Canvas Email and Announcements to send you messages. You are responsible for checking that once 
every 24 hours, and definitely the morning before class starts.  When sending emails about this class, please 
put “SOCY 10” in the subject line of the email.  Please also address me and sign with your name.  During the 
weekdays, I will answer emails within 24 hours.  In observance of the weekend, a benefit won by labor union 
struggles, I will not check email on Saturday or Sunday. If you write to me after Friday afternoon, I will write 
back on Monday.  Please also make sure that your question is not answerable by looking at the syllabus or 
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asking a classmate. Please write down the email and phone numbers of two classmates who you can 
contact. 

Requirements & Assignments

In-Class Attendance & Participation (10%)
x General idea behind this: Because this is a small seminar class, much of our learning will come from 

interactive lectures and discussions in class, and therefore attendance and participation are both keys 
to success! Participation is as much about being prepared, actively listening, note-taking, and asking 
questions as it is about verbally sharing insight or opinions.  Please show up to class in mind, body, and 

spirit—with an open mind and open heart. We will be working in small groups for large portions of the 
“lecture.” If you are able to bring a laptop or tablet to class, please do so as we will use them for 
some exercises. 

x Grading: Attendance will be taken every class and graded on a credit/no-credit basis.  Every missed 
class will result in the loss of one letter grade for this portion of the grade.  If you miss class, please do 
not email me and ask something to the effect of, “What did I miss?”  Instead, do the following to stay 
current: 1) review the slides and lecture notes available on Canvas (in Files), 2) follow along with the 
lecture and activities through the webcast linked here (the username is socy-10-1 and the password is 
SOCY10!), 3) search for announcements in the slides and lecture notes, 4) ask a friend for important 
take-aways, and 5) visit me in office hours if you’d like to follow up with any questions, confusion, or 
clarification.  

Collaborative Reading Notes (25%)
x General idea behind this: Carefully reading and taking notes before class begins will be vital to learning 

because our class time will revolve around and build off of those readings and the shared knowledge 
they provide us. Moreover, collaborating in taking those notes can deepen our understandings of the 
texts before, during, and after class. This assignment will 1) help you learn how to read critically and 
argumentatively, 2) make reading into a dialogic exercise between you and your peers, 3) stimulate 
discussion, and 4) strengthen your understanding of the readings before you have to use them more in 
lecture and your other assignments.  

x Logistics: For each assigned reading, you will contribute to collaborative reading notes through the 
hyperlinked Google Forms in the Course Schedule below (and please note that you should submit a 
separate form for each individual reading). You will need to be logged in to your UCSC email to access 
those Google Forms. Every person will be given a particular note-taking role for each day, and those 
roles will rotate (please see the appendices at the end of the syllabus for a description of and 
expectation for the four note-taking roles and please see this sheet for what role you should take on 
each day). To view everyone’s contributions in total, click on the hyperlinks in the Course Schedule.

x Grading: You should read each piece and contribute to the collaborative reading notes for each reading 
before class begins on each day (e.g., “Smith, Heteropatriarchy” in the Day 2 box means that you 
should read that piece and complete your notes on it before class starts on Day 2). The collective 
reading notes will be graded on a credit/partial-credit/no-credit basis.  Late submissions will be 
accepted for half credit. If you fulfill the expectations for your note-taking role, you will earn full credit 
for that reading (1 point).  If you fulfill some of the expectations but not all, you will earn partial credit 
(a half point).  If you do not complete the notes, you will earn no credit (0 points).  Over the course of 
the quarter, you can miss 2 reading notes without a grade deduction (because life happens). To 
calculate your overall grade for this assignment, we will add up your total points out of the possible 
number of points. So, if you complete reading notes for 31-33 of those readings, you will receive 100% 
for this assignment.  If you do 30/33, you’ll receive 91%.  
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In-Class and Online Discussion Creation and Facilitation (15%) 
x General Project: Each class period, a group of 2-3 students will take the responsibility for leading a 30-

minute discussion in class and then following up that in-class discussion by posting online discussion 
questions that take the discussion deeper. During the first week of class, please find a group of people 
to work with by signing up for a specific week. Please type the names of all of your group members 
into this online sign-up sheet to confirm your day.  

x Guidelines for In-Class Discussion: Your job here is to 1) introduce the class to some sort of media 
related to a particular social issue or problem, 2) pose 2-3 discussion questions that relate that media 
to the assigned reading for that class period, 3) call on a variety of people during discussion, and 4) 
pose impromptu, follow-up questions based on students’ responses to your initial questions.  

o Logistical and technical notes: Please keep the media to 5 minutes max, prepare questions that 
will stimulate conversation for 15-20 minutes, and post questions on the screen (through slides 
or the document camera). Also, please email your proposed questions to Christie by 4PM the 
day before class (or run them by her in office hours).  She will provide feedback on the 
questions as well as revisions.  

o Regarding discussion questions: Please write open-ended questions because they tend to invite 
more dialogue than close-ended questions. To develop a 
question that will stimulate a lot of conversation and connect 
to the course content, reference the Questioning Circles 
diagram to the right to help you think of “enriched” or 
“dense” discussion questions (i.e., questions that get at the 
intersection of real-life experience, societal conditions, and an 
argument made in one of the readings). Please see the 
appendices at the end of the syllabus for examples of dense 
questions and a potential template if you want additional 
guidance. You can also visit this website for guidance in the 
types of questions that work and don’t work for stimulating 
discussion.

o Regarding follow-up questions: It’s helpful to anticipate what students may say and write 
follow-up questions based on that, but it’s also important to listen carefully to what people are 
saying and create questions on the fly.  I suggest that you designate 1 teammate to focus on 
writing follow-up questions while listening carefully to the live discussion in class.

x Guidelines for Online Discussion: Based on how students responded to the in-class discussion, think of 
1-2 follow up questions to broaden or deepen the discussion from class. You will post these questions 
online through the Canvas “Discussions” tab.  Like the in-class discussion, your questions should 
reference some specific media and also connect to the course content for that week (so please use the 
Questioning Circles diagram above for guidance in creating those questions).  You can use the same 
media as you used in class (as long as you’re asking people to think of it differently than you did in 
class), or you can introduce a different piece.  

o Logistical and technical notes: You should post your online discussion question after class (by 
11:59PM at the latest).  This deadline gives your peers time to reflect and respond to your 
questions in a timely manner. Also, in the title of your post, please write the names of all of the 
members in your group. I will use these discussion threads to stimulate follow-up discussions in 
class. 

x Notes on Grading: You will be graded as a whole group, so please let me know if someone in your 
group does not participate and I will follow up with them. I will use a rubric to grade this project as a 
whole (please see appendices for the rubric). Most of the grading will revolve around the quality of 
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your questions.  “Dense” questions will earn a top grade. “Enriched” questions will earn slightly lower 
grade.  Questions that only ask your peers to think in terms of text, reader, or world will earn a C 
grade.  In order to keep the discussion focused, please refrain from asking more than 2 questions at 
once.  Asking more than 2 questions will result in a grade deduction.  Christie will give you feedback on 
your proposed questions via email or office hours, so please incorporate that feedback for a better 
grade.   

Online Participation (5%)
x General idea behind this: In addition to attending and participating in class, you should also participate 

in one discussion thread on Canvas.  You should participate once per week by offering your thoughts 
on the question asked by your peers.  Feel free to participate more frequently if you’d like. 

x Grading: I will grade this on credit-no credit basis.  As long as you offer 3-4 sentences that show that 
you have thought about both the question asked and the responses already given by your peers, you 
will receive full credit for participating. You can miss 1 week of discussions without a grade deduction.  
After that freebie, each missed discussion will result in a loss of one letter grade for this portion of your 
grade.  The questions should be posted by Tuesday or Thursday at 11:59PM and you have until 
Monday 11:59PM to post your responses.     

Collaborative Research Project (45%: ½ from homework and ½ from the final presentation) 
x General Project: You will work in small groups of 3-4 to research and carefully analyze a particular 

social issue of your group’s choice.  We will get in small groups on Day 1.  In between each subsequent 
class, you will work individually on a homework assignments that will guide you in a step-by-step 
sociological analysis of your particular issue or problem.  During each class period, you will work with 
your teammates by building off of those homework assignments and furthering your analysis.  On the 
final day of class, you and your teammates will present on your final analyses.  

x Logistics and grading: Each homework assignment will be described in class and on Canvas in 
“Assignments.”  You should turn in each homework assignment through the Canvas Assignments by 
the beginning of the class period that it is due so that we can utilize it during class that day.  In other 
words, Homework Day 2 will be due at the beginning of class on Day 2 (and so on).  The homework 
assignments will be graded on a full-credit/half-credit/no-credit basis.  If you meet the expectations of 
the description for each assignment, you will get full credit.  If you partially meet the expectations or 
turn it in late, you will receive half credit.  The final presentation will be given a letter grade.  A more 
detailed prompt and rubric for that presentation will be given out on Week 3.  

Course Schedule on next page…
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Course Schedule 

x Note #1: The bulleted list in each box refers to assigned readings. You should read those pieces and contribute 
to the collaborative reading notes before class begins on that day (i.e., “Smith, Heteropatriarchy” in the Day 2 
box means that you should read that piece and complete your notes on it before class starts on Day 2). This is 
vital to learning because our class time will revolve around and build off of those readings and assignments.

x Note #2: If a URL does not follow the title of a reading, it can be found in the Files tab of our Canvas page or in 
our course book. 

x Note #3: This schedule is subject to change.  When I change it, I will use Canvas email to alert you of changes.  
The syllabus on Canvas will always be the most updated one.  

Tuesdays Thursdays

Day 1. June 25. Introduction to the Course & Each Other Day 2. June 27. Four Foundational Dilemmas of American 
Society

x Foner. 1998. The Birth of American Freedom. 
x Foner. 1998. To Call It Freedom.
x Stiglitz. 2012. America’s 1% Problem.
x Stiglitz. 2012. Rent Seeking and Making of An Unequal 

Society.

Submit contribution to Collaborative Reading Notes here
View Collaborative Reading Notes here

Optional further readings:
x Smith. 2006. Heteropatriarchy & The Three Pillars of White 

Supremacy.
x Foner. 1998. Introduction to The Story of American 

Freedom.

Day 3. July 2. Environmental Contamination and Climate 
Change (with guest lecture from Dr. Andrew Szasz)

x Polanyi. 1944. The Self-Regulating Market and the Fictious 
Commodities: Land, Labor, and Money.

x Sherwood. 2019. The Political Binds of Oil Versus Tribes.
x Miller. 2017. On the Front Lines of Climate and Borders.
x New Consensus & Ocasio-Cortez. 2019. House Resolution 

109: The Green New Deal.

Submit contribution to Collaborative Reading Notes here
View Collaborative Reading Notes here

Optional further readings/viewings:
x Miller. 2017. People's Pilgrimage Toward a Solution of 

Cross Border Solidarity.
x Loik. 2019. Ecological Consequences of Climate Change. 

https://youtu.be/X1taZTx7VLY
x Kiehl. 2019. Physics of Climate Change. 

https://youtu.be/KFy0XSLHjIg

Day 4. July 4. Primer on Systemic Racism

**Please note: UCSC is closed for the holiday, so you should 
read and view these pieces instead of class)**

x Frederick Douglass. 1852. The Meaning of July Fourth for 
the Negro. 
http://www.historyisaweapon.com/defcon1/douglassjuly4.
html

x Goldman. 1909. A New Declaration of Independence. 
http://www.lib.berkeley.edu/goldman/pdfs/PublishedEssaysan
dPamphlets_ANewDeclarationofIndependence.pdf

x California Newsreel. 2003. Race-The Power of Illusion 

(Episodes 2 & 3). https://ucsc.kanopy.com/video/race-
power-illusion-0 (Sign in to off-campus access through the 
library to be able to watch) 

x Under the Milky Way. 2015. Howard Zinn: A People’s 

History of the US. https://ucsc.kanopy.com/video/howard-
zinn-peoples-history-united-states (Sign in to off-campus 
access through the library to be able to watch)

Submit contribution to Collaborative Reading Notes here
View Collaborative Reading Notes here
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Day 5. July 9. Mass Incarceration

x Browne. 2015. Notes on Surveillance Studies Through the 
Door of No Return.

x Alexander. 2012. Introduction to The New Jim Crow.

x Sullivan. 2010. Prison Economics Help Drive Arizona 
Immigration Law. 
https://www.npr.org/2010/10/28/130833741/prison-
economics-help-drive-ariz-immigration-law

x Centre for Justice & Reconciliation. 2019. Tutorial: 
Introduction to Restorative Justice. 
http://restorativejustice.org/restorative-justice/about-
restorative-justice/tutorial-intro-to-restorative-
justice/#sthash.RS6mucjY.dpbs 

Submit contribution to Collaborative Reading Notes here
View Collaborative Reading Notes here

Day 6. July 11. Educational Inequities  

x Anyon. 1980. Social Class and the Hidden Curriculum of 
Work.

x Newfield. 2008. Introduction to Unmaking the Public 

University: The Forty-year Assault on the Middle Class. 
x Newfield. 2008. The Problem with Privatization. 
x Gandara & Contreras. 2009. On Being Latino & Latina in 

America in The Latino Education Crisis.

x Giroux. 2016. The United States’ War on Youth: From 
Schools to Debtors’ Prisons. 
https://truthout.org/articles/america-s-war-on-youth-
from-schools-to-debtors-prisons/ 

x Rosin. 2015. The Silicon Valley Suicides. 
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2015/12/the-
silicon-valley-suicides/413140/

Submit contribution to Collaborative Reading Notes here
View Collaborative Reading Notes here

Day 7. July 16. Marriage, Family, & The State

x Coontz. 1992/2016.TBA Excerpt from The Way We Never 
Were

x Dixon. 1977. The Subjugation of Women Under Capitalism: 
The Bourgeois Morality. 
https://www.marxists.org/subject/women/authors/dixon-
marlene/morality.htm

x Brodkin. 1998. How Did Jews Become White Folks?
x Kandaswamy. 2008. State Austerity and the Racial Politics 

of Same-Sex Marriage in the US.
x Hammack et al. 2019. Queer Intimacies: A New Paradigm 

for the Study of Relationship Diversity.

Submit contribution to Collaborative Reading Notes here
View Collaborative Reading Notes here

Day 8. July 18. (Mistaken) Identity Politics?

x Haider. 2018. Introduction
x Haider. 2018. Identity Politics
x Haider. 2018. Contradictions Among the People.

Submit contribution to Collaborative Reading Notes here
View Collaborative Reading Notes here

Day 9. July 23. (Mistaken) Identity Politics?

x Haider. 2018. Racial Ideology
x Haider. 2018. Passing.
x Haider. 2018. Law and Order. 
x Haider. 2018. Universality.

Submit contribution to Collaborative Reading Notes here
View Collaborative Reading Notes here

Day 10. July 25. Final Project Presentations 

Please see appendices on following pages…
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Appendix A — Guidance for Collaborative Reading Notes

A Note on Arguments and Critical Analysis
Arguments can be represented as a simple equation.  Argument = Assertion + Evidence + Logic.  An assertion is 
the main thesis that the author wants you to consider as true.  Evidence is some sort of verifiable information 
that the author uses to support their assertion.  Logic refers to the words that the author uses to speak for the 
evidence, or to explain how they think the evidence supports the assertion.  When we ask you to “critically 
analyze” a text, we’re asking you to break down the argument into these parts and then evaluate the merit of 
the argument based on those parts.  Does the evidence and logic convince you? Below are 4 Roles for Note-
Taking.  You will be assigned a different role for each reading.

Roles
x Assertion—Use 3-5 sentences to paraphrase what you think the author’s main assertion is and why you 

find it convincing or not. Paraphrasing means using you own words rather than directly quoting the author. 
When you write about why you find it convincing or not, beware of simply stating “it had good evidence” 
or “the author was passionate.” Instead, explain why you think the evidence was good or not, or how the 
passion persuaded rather than dissuaded you. 

x Evidence and Logic–Use 4-6 sentences to describe one good piece of evidence that the author uses and 
then explain how the author claims that the evidence supports their main assertion. For example, “The 
author gives results from a survey that found that 46% of workers…This statistic supports the assertion 
because…”

x Confusion and “Avocado Pit”—Use 3-5 sentences to explain your confusion with any part of the argument.  
Rather than simply statement “I don’t get X,” explain why you don’t understand it.  To do so, first explain 
what you do understand and then explain what part doesn’t make sense to you.  For example, “I 
understand what the author means by X, but does that mean that we’re supposed to conclude X?  Or, Z?”

x So What/Now What?—Use 4-6 sentences to articulate how this argument can help us think about “the 
real world” or the social world we live in rather than the case study used by the author. If you think that it 
can help us think about “the real world,” give an example or specific context that you have in mind. For 
example, “The author concludes that people often act differently in their peer group than they do with 
their families because of the different norms of each context. I see this in my own family when…” If you 
don’t think that the argument is useful, explain what its shortcomings are. 
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Appendix B – Examples of Dense Discussion Questions

Example 1: On Tuesday, May 29th, 2018, Starbucks closed a large amount of its stores in order to give its 
employees an anti-racial bias training (see here: https://www.seattletimes.com/business/schultz-calls-anti-
bias-training-effort-a-historic-step/). This event was inspired by the arrest of two men: a manager working at a 
Starbucks in Philadelphia wrongly called the police on two black men who had been waiting in the coffee shop 
for a while but had not ordered anything. This anti-racial bias training from Starbucks is a good example of the 
“racial projects” that we have been discussing during lecture and that were discussed in the Coates reading. It 
is a racial project that is attempting to fight against discrimination and racism. Do you think this training will be 
effective for the employees at Starbucks? Why or why not?

Example 2: 
https://www.ted.com/talks/lee_mokobe_a_powerful_poem_about_what_it_feels_like_to_be_transgender 
This link is a 4 minute TED TALK of a powerful poet, Lee Mokobe. Although Lee Mokobe has an intersectional 
perspective that can relate to many aspects of our class, I want to focus on the social gender norms. How do 
the social norms of being a man and having a 'true sex' (as explained by the Connell reading) impact Lee 
Mokobe in their actions and body? Do you see these social norms in your life or in your social circles?

Example 3: https://www.estherhonig.com/commercial (Links to an external site.)Links to an external site. The 
link above will take you to the website of the journalist Esther Honig and her study titled "Before & After" 
regarding beauty standards around the world. You can locate a video of the study through the link above (the 
YouTube video near the bottom of the page), and here is an article about it:  
https://www.buzzfeed.com/ashleyperez/global-beauty-
standards?utm_term=.oqjZZYng3n#.yh3mmwDjnD (Links to an external site.)Links to an external site. How do 
these photoshopped images of Honig portray the social construction of body image around the world, and 
how could this be influenced by the notion of icons that uphold the status quo (as discussed in Thompson's 
"The Beauty and the Freak")?

What not to do when posting questions: Do not pose more than two questions in an attempt to make dense 
or enriched questions by way of asking a lot of questions.  Posting more than two questions at once makes for 
a disjointed discussion where people are responding to different questions at once.  
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Appendix C: Rubric for In-Class and Online Discussion Creation and Facilitation

Fully Meets 
Expectations

Partially Meets 
Expectations

Minimally or Fails to 
Meet Expectations

Media selection at or 
under 5 minutes max 2 1 0

Initial and follow-up 
questions follow 
guidelines in the prompt 
and are appropriate for 
15-20 minutes of 
discussion

8-6 5-3 2-0

Questions legibly posted 
on screen 2 1 0

Proposed questions 
emailed to or directly 
discussed with Christie 
by 4PM the day before
(with all group members 
CC’d)

6-5 4-3 2-0

Online questions posted 
by 11:59PM the day of 2 1 0

Online discussion 
question includes the 
names of all group 
members

2 1 0

Revised In-Class 
Discussion Question 
Quality

10-8 7-4 3-0

In-Class Follow-Up 
Question Quality 8-6 5-3 2-0

Online Discussion 
Question Quality 10-8 7-4 3-0

Total (out of 50)


